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It has been

Pastor Rasma

When I remember you
in my prayers, I always
thank my God because
I hear of your love
for all the saints
and your faith
toward Jesus Christ.
I pray that the sharing
of your faith may
become effective
when you perceive
all the good that we
may do for Christ.
I have indeed
received much joy
and encouragement
from your love, because
the hearts of saints
have been refreshed
through you.
• Philemon 4-7 •

Food of the
Month for
October
Thankful and
Thanksgiving

Contributed by Pastor Rasma

quite the journey over a ten-year span.
I came to you with trepidation, not
knowing whether my German would be good enough after so many years of
not using it. Would people accept my gifts as well as my limitations? Yet, I
did hear God calling me in the night and I promised to go wherever God led
me, promising to hold you in my heart. I remember asking the congregation
to be patient with me, explaining that it will take a while until German church
language has meaning for me, assuring the German-speakers that I hope our
journey together would help it become a language of my heart.
So, I give God praise for the journey that I have been on with all of you,
for the relationships I have built as I have walked with you in your joyous
moments when a child has been baptised or in the sad moments when we
have bid our farewell to people who have moved on or died and now rest
in the Lord. I give God thanks for the bends in the road, for challenging me
to learn to worship in new ways both in person and on Zoom. I give God
thanks for all of you who have nurtured my faith in Bible classes, in the music
we’ve sung, and in the prayers we have said.
I give God thanks for the meals we have shared both at the altar or gathered
around the table at the back of the sanctuary for our soup suppers and Advent
and Lenten services, or at Strawberry Socials and Applefests. I give thanks
for the many committees and councils of this congregation that have worked
tirelessly to be able to envision a new future beyond our imaginations. I see
the potential in all of you. You have been and will continue to be a people of
faith and faithfulness, a people of grace and love. I thank you all for accepting
my vulnerability, which allowed me to be real.
I ask for forgiveness if I in any way have failed to meet your needs or have
hurt you in any way. I ask God to continue to guide my steps into that which
is unknown and give me courage to face each new day with wonder and
new possibilities.
So, I pack my bags with the love I have experienced in your presence, with
the blessings you have been to me, with the grace you have shown me. These
will be the items I never unpack but hold close to my heart as I think of you all.
I will hold you all in the palm of my hand and in the depths of my heart.
I bid you Godspeed as your journey continues as Epiphany Lutheran
Church. Continue to walk with God and serve him in new ways. Be a blessing
to the new pastor who will walk with you and guide your steps into the
promised land. I will look from a distance and smile at your accomplishments
and determination to serve and love your neighbour. As the walls of a
new building go up don’t forget to be a church without walls, serving the
community in which you have your existence. Celebrate newness! Be of
good courage! Give God thanks for all that has been, all that is, and all that
will be. Remember! Rejoice! Renew!

October Calendar
The link to our Zoom meetings:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9890800583?
pwd=R05md05jWjZBTnNwc202SWJpSG5kZz09
Meeting ID: 989 080 0583
Passcode: 095565
Or by phone following the prompts:
+1 647 374 4685 Canada
Meeting ID: 989 080 0583
Passcode: 095565

Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr einfach lebt.

October 2
— 9:00 a.m. German Holy Communion Service
(In person & Zoom)
— 10:00 a.m. English Holy Communion Service
(In person & Zoom)

Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr Unrecht spürt.

October 9
— 10:00 a.m. Joint Holy Communion
for Thanksgiving (In person & Zoom)

O Herr, Du mein Freund,
Du nimmst mich bei der Hand.
Mit Dir so vereint,
gehe ich ohne Angst durch das Land.

October 13 — 7:15 p.m. Council Meeting
October 14
— 10:00-11:30 a.m. Bible Class (Zoom)
October 16
— 10:00 a.m. Lay Led Service (Zoom)

Sunday October 23
— Pastor Rasma’s last service 2:00 p.m.
Pastor will preach and Bishop
Michael Pryse will preside over
Holy Communion. A reception will
follow in the Fellowship Hall.

October 24-31
— Pastor will take this off
in order to clear out her office.
October 28
— 10:00-11:30 a.m. Bible Class (Zoom)

Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr Lasten tragt.
Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr lieben lernt.
Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr Güte wagt.
Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr Leiden merkt.
Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr ehrlich bleibt.
Selig seid ihr, wenn ihr Frieden macht.

• Friedrich Karl Barth, Peter Horst •

Ich gehe mit Dir durch den Frost und den Wind.
Wie leicht ist es mir,
weil im Herzen zusammen wir sind.
Die Welt ist von Tanz und Vergnügen erfüllt.
Doch ich geh voran,
denn ich suche in allem Dein Bild.
Beschwingt geh ich,
sing ein Lied durch die Nacht.
Du wartest auf mich
an der Tür deines Hauses voll Pracht.
Und dann bist Du da,
unverhüllt seh ich Dich,
Dein Antlitz ist nah,
und Dein Tisch ist bereit auch für mich.
Contributed by Pastor Rasma

October 30
— 10:00 a.m. Joint Reformation Sunday Service.
Preacher TBA (In person & Zoom)
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TO BEE, OR NOT TO BEE?
BEES FOR PEACE was the inviting topic of a workshop which Pastor Rasma and I
attended at the beginning of August. We learned that there are 25,000 bee species
worldwide, with roughly 800 species in Canada. Unfortunately, the bee population
is dwindling at an alarming rate every year.
As messengers of peace, bees and other insects are important pollinators
vital to fruits, vegetables, and flowers. Not only were we introduced to a
large variety of local bees at the workshop, but we were also invited to
taste the different kinds of honey these busy little workers produce. At
the end of the session, we were presented with a variety of plants which
attract bees. Included are Grey-headed Coneflower, Hairy Beardtongue,
Miniature Blackeyed Susan and a type of Hirsutus.
We decided that our church grounds would be the ideal place to
nurture these pollinator plants. But because they were so tiny, I decided
to first start them in a large container. Now, as the beautiful summer
season comes to an end, I have had to find another spot for our sturdy
saplings; they’ve now been transplanted in a circle under the cedars.
With thoughts of preserving nature and protecting our future,
I hope they will survive and thrive, and have many visits from the
“messengers of peace”.
Dorothea Cameron

W

An Invitation

e have had ongoing Bible Classes at Epiphany for many years.
Before COVID, they were held in person at the church.
Presently we are using Zoom for our classes and that, we
agree, has worked well. Occasionally we get together in person.
Most Bible Class members have attended for a long time, but don’t let
that be a deterrent; you are always welcome to join us on a regular or casual
basis. The subjects are wide ranging, from an in depth look at topics which
involve reading through sections of the Bible and commentaries on those
passages, to topics related to our church, spiritual health, etc.
We enjoy our time together and try to have an atmosphere in which
people can feel safe in expressing their opinion. In fact, we all benefit so
much from listening to a different point of view or the insights presented.
Bible Study is every other Friday from 10:00 to 11:30. The Morningstar
calendar has the dates listed. Occasionally a class is changed after the
Morningstar is printed and that notice is sent to our Bible Study email list.
If you would like to be included in our Bible Study email list, please let
me know. I send out a reminder on Thursday afternoons before class and
attach documents that are relevant to the study (if there are any). If you are
interested in a Bible Study but can’t attend on a Friday morning, also email,
and if there are enough people we will work towards a solution.
The Zoom sign in for Bible Study is the same link we use every time we
have a Zoom church service.

Marg Crewe • mrcrewe@sympatico.ca
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The following message was presented Sunday July 24, 2022 at Epiphany’s Lay Led Zoom Service by Denise Dennis.

Can You Find...?
Genesis 18: 20-32 • Psalm 138 • Colossians 2: 6-19 • Luke 11: 1-13

D

o you know Walter Wick? Or maybe you know
Martin Handford? Perhaps it might help if I told
you they are both expert puzzle makers. For
some of us, our children or grandchildren may
know these creative folk better than we do, or at least, they
may know their work better. It is the nature of their puzzles,
and how we solve them that I find curiously helpful when
looking at the readings today. So, let’s see how a puzzle
might help us solve another puzzle…
To begin, let me tell you more
about the work of Martin Handford.
Handford is the creative illustrator
behind the series of books first
published as Where’s Wally?
I n N o r t h A m e r ic a , t h e s e
books are published under
the title, Where’s Waldo? (the
name change is perhaps to
do with publishing and profit
but is beside the point here).
The books contain two-page
spreads of a myriad of characters, sometimes up to
3000 on backgrounds as varied as a bakery, a beach, or
a band com
petition. In
each case,
the reader
is lo oking
for Waldo,
a distinctive
character
Handford’s beach scene
dressed in a
sweater of red and white stripes, a hat with a pompom,
blue pants, and black glasses. The challenge is finding
Waldo somewhere in the scene.
Of course, the hundreds, even
thousands of other characters in
a scene from one of Handford’s
illustrations make it difficult to find
Waldo. Other characters may be
dressed partly in red and white,
hidden by scenery, or simply crowded
together, cleverly obscuring Waldo.
Is this what Abraham is thinking
about Sodom and Gomorrah? Is he
suggesting that the city of Sodom and
its various citizens have somehow
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obscured the righteous, making them
hard to find? Abraham is bold to ask
God to reconsider his plan to destroy
the people
of Sodom.
Abraham
wants God to
look for the
“r ig h t e o u s ”
Sodom and Gomorrah
people amid
the many other citizens of Sodom.
He asks God to find the needle
Abraham’s plea for Sodom
in the haystack, the Waldo in the
crowd, the righteous among the wicked in Sodom.
In his letter to the Colossians, Paul discusses the
dangers of becoming one of the crowd, of getting
caught up with popular practices, which one wonders,
may have led those in Sodom
and Gomorrah into their “very
grave sin.” These are attractive,
but deceptive practices, and
not the real source of spiritual
growth in Christ. Paul warns
agains t t h e pr e ssur e s of
society, to not be taken in
Social Pressure
by deceptive arguments that
sound true but are not: arguments for religious rules and
ritual observances of food and festivals, exclusionism,
mysticism (or the worship of angels), and pride, or being

“puffed up without cause by a human way of thinking”
(v. 18). These human-focussed aspects apply to that
part of the crowd of Colossians who are held “captive
through philosophy and empty deceit, according to
human tradition” (v. 8).
The Psalm
describes this
as walking “in
the midst of
trouble” (v. 7). If
we think of this
4

through my Waldo analogy, then we are Waldo hidden
in the crowd of challenges, the crowd of fears, anxieties,
COVID cases, and climate change. However, the Psalmist
also, like Abraham, invites God to look for him in this
crowd, to look for us, because he knows God “cares for
the lowly” while “perceiving the haughty from afar” (v.6).
The psalmist, again like Abraham, pleads with God to not
“abandon” us (“the works of your hands”) in the crowds
of the “haughty,” those who might make it seem difficult
for we Waldo-types to be found in the crowd.
According to Waldo’s creator, there is no rhyme or
reason to where Waldo might be found in a scene. So,
one might look for Wally in any country, any city, or
any community, making these scenes representative of
everywhere and everyone. As a puzzle, it can be tricky
to find Waldo, but oh, that feeling when we finally
identif y him
in the crowd!
Let me suggest
that it is more
than a sense of
satisfaction, it’s
also a sense of
relief that after
that good, hard
look, we have
found and connected with Waldo, the everyman. There
he is, in the crowd, part of the crowd, but suddenly
restored to his singular status.
So, this begs the question…why look for Waldo?
What’s the appeal in finding him in the crowd, in that
busy, visual environment? According to the cognitive
specialists at the Smithsonian, we are constantly engaged
in visual searches, with a goal to zero in on something in
our field of vision, like our “misplaced” keys, our car in a

busy parking lot, or Waldo
on the page! Sifting through
the visual distractions (or
stimuli as some describe
it) is thought to be part of our ancestor’s successful and
satisfying search for food and survival.
Of course, this can sound like a simple and
straightforward process, but when we finally find Waldo,
we might realize we have actually overlooked him in our
search, missed him in the crowd, perhaps even multiple
times. According to the science that studies these matters,
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we can improve
our likelihood of
finding Waldo.
For example, we
can narrow our
focus by looking
for red and white
stripes, or a hat
with a pompom,
or black glasses.
The challenge of course, is that in a busy scene there
may be similar looking things that distract our search. For
Handford, this is an intentional technique to make the
puzzle more challenging. In our everyday lives, we are
likewise drawn to things that grab our attention, either
by their colour, size, or movement; it’s one reason we
wave our arms to get someone’s attention. Yet we also
know that the more our focus is on one thing (whatever
that may be), the less likely we are to be distracted by
other things. This is true of the distractions that Paul warns
against, but it is also a truth explained by the parable of
the needy neighbour.
The parable comes immediately after one of the
disciples asks Jesus to teach them to pray, to give them
the words they need to pray like Jesus. After giving the
disciples the words for their prayer, Jesus tells the parable
of the persistent neighbour. It seems he knocks louder
and louder until
he get s what
he has been
seeking: bread
for his visitor. To
be sure, he may
be focussed on
social rules of
hospitality, and his neighbour may be responding to the
same rules, even if at first it is reluctantly. However, as Jesus
explains, it is persistence that in the end wins out.
Now, if we return to the question of finding Waldo, we
know that to be successful in our visual search, we need
to focus on our goal and persist in our scan of the scene.
Like finding Waldo, the neighbour knew where to find the
bread he needed to be a good host and persisted well past
what might be called a social distraction, or his friend’s
objections to being disturbed so late at night. To me, the
message is about focus and persistence, for finding Waldo,
or, by extension, for
finding our way to
grow in our faith, “a
growth that is from
God” (Col. 2: 16).
Oh! I said there
were two puzzle
makers, and I haven’t
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introduced you yet to
Walter Wick. Wick
is the creative photoillustrator behind the I
Spy books, books that
combine photographs
of curated objects
with word lists, often
in rhyme, about the objects to be found. With the addition
of the word lists, one’s working memory is strengthened.
Like the pages
with Waldo, the
many objects
in the scene
require visual
discrimination
or being able
to screen out
what you are
not looking for;
otherwise, it is a scene of
distractions. Combining
the words and images
helps with remembering
to “screen” through the
images because of the
association between the
two. In a way, I think the
parable creates a scene in
our mind’s eye so that the
words and images are more
easily remembered.
So, Where’s Waldo? What is it we are seeking in a world
of distractions? The parable brings up a need for bread and
that draws my attention to food insecurity and food banks,
but I’m distracted by the rising cost of my own groceries.
Climate change is a critical issue, yet my consumption
habits still contribute to the challenges with manufacturing
and transportation of goods that affect climate change.

Residential school survivors will be meeting with the Pope,
but I’m not Roman Catholic, so where are my sympathies?
We will each recognize or identify a social or even spiritual
Waldo in our lives, but the distractions or stimuli on the
pages of our daily life may make it difficult to find, to stay
focussed on that Waldo, so that our mind’s eye can’t quite
land on what we are seeking.
To me, it’s the struggle with our focus, being distracted
from the goal we are seeking, and even missing the mark
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that our Lord’s prayer and parable address. Interestingly, I
find a suggested solution repeated across the four readings
today: learn to pray
with respect ful
boldness and pray
with persistence.
Abraham’s prayer for
mercy was brought
b e for e G o d f ive
times to save the
people of Sodom.
The Psalmist says he called out [in prayer] and God
answered. The disciples ask to be taught to pray, which
results in the words of the Lord’s prayer. Those words,
connected to the scene in our mind of the persistent
neighbour, help us remember not just the words of
the Lord’s prayer, but also that like that neighbour (and
his persistence), we will be given “whatever we need”
(Luke 11: 8) through the Holy Spirit.
It’s that assurance of God’s eternal love and mercy
that tells me I need not feel like a Waldo before God,
seemingly obscured by the crowds around me or my selfmade distractions that make me difficult to find. Instead,
with persistence in prayer, when we figuratively wave our
arms in the air, our spiritual selves can noticeably grow
out of that persistence. Paul’s letter to the Colossians (and
to us) says that we
can grow in faith
and spirit because
that is a gift to us
from God, a gift
that will become
easier to find on
the page of our
busy lives. It ’s
persistent prayer
that helps reduce
distractions so we
can focus on that gift of spiritual growth. Paul speaks of
how the “head from whom the whole body [is] nourished
and held together” can likewise grow. Our head, or
mind’s eye if you will, that place where we solve the visual
puzzles and puzzle out how to understand and embrace
the words of prayer as
we have been taught,
can grow into and
through God’s gift. It
means that indeed, we
are found and seen,
we are blessed and
growing. Amen.
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Council/Committee Reps

Life

Life has a way of teaching us how to find balance.
It says if we want balance, we have to learn how to...
Try, yet not struggle;
Forgive, yet not forget;
Understand, yet not judge;
Fall in love, yet not get attached;
Surrender, yet never give up.
Amit Pagedar,
@findingawareness (Instagram)

Count your blessings ~ though they may seem few,
you don’t know the suffering your neighbour is going through.
The world we live in is so filled with sin.
Be one of God’s children and let the Light in.
Pray for strength to endure all the pain.
Pray for faith in Love’s divine reign.
Keep safe in your heart the things that you treasure
and give of these Gifts of Love without measure.
We need never fear and are never alone;
when we walk in God’s Light we reap what we sow.
Sigi 1990
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Ron Heino (C)
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Treasurer’s Report
August 2022
Received
Spent
Offerings
$3,987.50
$10,664.62
AMMS Parsonage Rent
2,575.00		
AMMS Parsonage Utilities
257.60		
AMMS Parsonage Property Tax
1,046.00		
GST/PST Receivable
51.52		
	Current Month Totals
$7,917.62
$10,664.62
	Year to Date Totals
$84,225.94
$94,271.79
CIBC Bank Balance at August 31, 2022
		
CIBC Investor’s Edge Account Balance at August 31, 2022
CIBC GIC 1 Year Investment to M arch 2023			

Surplus (Deficit)

($2,747.00)
($10,045.85)
21,206.89
128,601.28
30,000.00

Yours in Christ, Nalini Badley, Treasurer

Since 1963

for all your
flooring
needs

4593 Kingston Road, West Hill

416.284.0552 / dave@johnscarpet.com
Family Owned and Operated Since 1963

